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Rodrigues and Banzato (2009) related the validity of diagnostic categories to their meaningfulness and I wish to explore this relation further without attempting to make criticisms. To commence, if a diagnostic category is to be valid, it must mean something. The meaning might not be completely explicit or capable of being understood by non experts but it must be there. Given that diagnostic categories often use non observational terms (e.g., schizophrenia is not observable though particular symptoms might be), it is a fair question to ask from where the meaning of a non observational term comes.

Most non observational terms that we use do not have explicit definitions or have controversial definitions. Indeed, much literature has been devoted to arguing for the superiority of one definition of a non observational term over another definition. Researchers often even attempt to find empirical evidence to support a favored definition. Of course, such efforts are doomed in the long run because definitions are not susceptible to empirical findings; definitions are not true or false but rather more or less useful.

Well, then, consider a non observational term that does not have a completely clear and explicit definition; from where does it gain meaning? Most obviously, meaning is obtained via the connection the non observational term has to other terms in the theory. As an example, consider the concept of “mass” from physics. Newton never defined the term. Not only does “mass” obtain its meaning from the other variables in Newton’s theory (e.g., “force” and “acceleration”), but its meaning is very different as it is used by Newton and by Einstein. Given that “mass” has more than one meaning, which one do physicists use? The answer, of course, is that the winning theory gets to define the term. Because Einstein’s theory has better empirical support than Newton’s theory, “mass” is defined by contemporary physicists according to Einstein rather than according to Newton.

So what does all this mean for the validity of diagnostic categories? It seems inescapable that for a diagnostic category to be valid, it has to be meaningful. And for it to be meaningful, the crucial terms must be connected to other terms. Put more generally, the meaning of a diagnostic category depends on the theory that contains the crucial non observational term; the better the theory that surrounds the crucial term, the more valid the diagnostic category that contains it.

In turn, this reasoning implies that the process of testing the validity of diagnostic categories is not dissimilar from other science. Because the validity of a diagnostic category depends, to a large extent, on the validity of the relevant theory, there is no way to separate validity assessment from theory testing. Consequently, the same philosophical considerations that are relevant to theory testing also are relevant for assessing the validity of diagnostic categories. Or, if the concern is to choose between alternative conceptions of a diagnostic category, the task ultimately becomes one of choosing between alternative theories that contain the crucial non observational term - again a matter of theory testing.

I recognize that diagnostic categories often are used in the absence of real theories. The foregoing comments should make it obvious that this is too bad; obviously, theory testing cannot be carried out in the absence of theories and by implication, neither can validity assessment. To
the extent that strong theories are lacking, valid diagnostic categories also will be lacking, and so the first consideration of concerned researchers should be to have strong theories.
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